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Our largest Dynamic AMOLED 2X display.
More durable than ever and water resistant.
Our most powerful S Pen. Unrivalled Snapdragon® 8 Gen 2 performance.

Galaxy Tab S9 Series The new standard of premium tablets

Dynamic AMOLED 2X.
Uniform brilliance
Three sizes.
Two nature–inspired colours
Choose between understated, professional Graphite and soft, natural Beige — both accentuated with premium detailing and a smooth
blasting finish for a sophisticated look.

Get a crystal–clear, comfortable view with Dynamic AMOLED 2X
Whether you choose Galaxy Tab S9, Galaxy Tab S9+ or Galaxy Tab S9 Ultra, each is ready to bring your creative vision to life. All
three feature a Dynamic AMOLED 2X display, delivering stunning colour and visuals.

Unified design. The beauty is in the details
It's always the smallest things that matter most. Like the floating camera design on the back — crafted to elegantly encapsulate the
upgraded camera system. We even reimagined the side buttons and speaker arrangement to feel more familiar.

Vibrant hues. Stunning views
Everything on screen is lifelike with the high-resolution Dynamic AMOLED 2X display. Details are crisp and clear with a wide range of
vivid colours and true blacks thanks to HDR10+ enhanced visuals and smooth scrolling at up to 120Hz refresh rate.

Level up your play
with epic, cinematic visuals
The Galaxy Tab S9 Series delivers an engrossing, photo-realistic gaming experience on the Tab's expansive screen for marathon
playthroughs. The experience is heightened with immersive audio from the quad AKG speaker system and Dolby Atmos surround
sound.

Our first water and dust–resistant Galaxy S tablet
When the day gets tough, the Galaxy Tab S9 Series stays sturdy and durable. The smooth metal design is suited up with our
strongest Armor Aluminum frame —Â living up to its name by protecting your tablet from shocks and drops. And the IP68 rating means
it's our first water and dust-resistant Galaxy Tab S Series.

S Pen. Stronger, faster, more responsive
We rebuilt the included S Pen to be IP68 water resistant just like the tablet. It's also improved across the board, with enhanced tip
sensitivity for less accidental clicks. And with the magnetic attachment and bidirectional charging, just snap it on to charge.

Enhanced outdoor viewing with Vision Booster



Vision Booster lets you see your screen clearly in brightly lit areas thanks to an intelligent outdoor algorithm that detects the sun's
glow and shifts to match. Go between the studio and patio with ease thanks to contrast and colour enhancements to keep things
vibrant.

Next–gen processor for next–level, lifelike gaming
The extremely fast Snapdragon® 8 Gen 2 for Galaxy processor is intelligently engineered to deliver revved–up performance and
power savings for champion-level gameplay. The graphics engine powers true–to–life reflections and shadows in 3D gaming
environments for immersive gaming.

Stay creative on the move with a long–lasting battery
Keep the creative juices flowing with the long-lasting battery. It's got enough power to get you through your day and even spare some
in case your phone needs a boost, too. Plug in your Samsung Galaxy smartphone with a USB–C cable and Fast Charging takes care
of the rest.

Store all your inspiration with microSD support
Choose up to 1TB internal storage, sketch your masterpiece with GoodNotes, then grab your microSD to add on more storage in
case you need even more room for your videos, compositions, hi–res photos and more.

Elevate your notetaking, optimised for the big screen
GOODNOTES
Get 1 year free full version
Let your imagination run wild on pro-level notetaking with GoodNotes — optimised to provide a seamless S Pen experience and feel of
writing on actual paper. Sketch in portrait view and edit in horizontal view, or vice versa.

Put S Pen to paper with the NotePaper Screen
With the NotePaper Screen, writing is the next best thing to pen and paper. Add in S Pen — the ultimate drawing tool to elevate your
canvas. It is sensitive to pressure and tilt, allowing you to create detailed sketches and illustrations with precision and control.

Note taking just
got more noteworthy
Amp up your productivity with S Pen's enhanced note–taking functions. Quickly jot down novel ideas or make a quick diagram to get
your point across. And with S Pen to Text, you can seamlessly turn your handwriting into text input in a wide range of apps like
Google, Messages, Maps and more.

Live collaboration comes to
Samsung Notes
Pull your teammates in for a brainstorming session, facilitated by S Pen and Samsung Notes. Share notes between Samsung Galaxy
devices to edit content in real time directly in the app. You can even scan multi–page documents easily and save them in Gallery to
pull them up during video calls.

Plus up your
tablet experience
Get a PC–like experience with a single snap
Attach the Book Cover Keyboard to topple your to–do lists with ease. Fully backlit with function keys and a trackpad, it supports DeX
mode for a seamless PC–like experience. Assign app shortcuts to up your efficiency and connect wirelessly to other Samsung Galaxy
devices to type smoothly on any screen.

The Smart Book Cover stands all on its own
Find the most comfortable position for whatever you're doing with a simple adjustment of the foldable Smart Book Cover. Set your
Galaxy Tab S9, S9+ or S9 Ultra up vertically or horizontally for an easel-esque balance, or a hands-free way to catch up on your
shows.

Shoot on your phone,
share it to your tablet
Move massive files from one Samsung Galaxy device to another in a flash with Quick Share. Open up LumaFusion to take advantage
of the expansive screen to edit, cut and add final touches with precision.

Streamline creativity and multitasking
Painting on your tablet just got easier with the newly-added Simple Mode on Clip Studio Paint. Elevate multitasking with your
smartphone by using Multi Control that allows you to drag and drop images between the devices, or instantly transfer files from your
smartphone and continue editing on your tablet.

Divide your screen.
Multiply your productivity
Conquer multiple tasks at once. You can sketch out architectural plans and choose captivating visuals and video chat — all on one
screen without ever closing a window.



Zusammenfassung

Our largest Dynamic AMOLED 2X display.
More durable than ever and water resistant.
Our most powerful S Pen. Unrivalled Snapdragon® 8 Gen 2 performance.

Galaxy Tab S9 Series The new standard of premium tablets

Dynamic AMOLED 2X.
Uniform brilliance
Three sizes.
Two nature–inspired colours
Choose between understated, professional Graphite and soft, natural Beige — both accentuated with premium detailing and a smooth
blasting finish for a sophisticated look.

Get a crystal–clear, comfortable view with Dynamic AMOLED 2X
Whether you choose Galaxy Tab S9, Galaxy Tab S9+ or Galaxy Tab S9 Ultra, each is ready to bring your creative vision to life. All
three feature a Dynamic AMOLED 2X display, delivering stunning colour and visuals.

Unified design. The beauty is in the details
It's always the smallest things that matter most. Like the floating camera design on the back — crafted to elegantly encapsulate the
upgraded camera system. We even reimagined the side buttons and speaker arrangement to feel more familiar.

Vibrant hues. Stunning views
Everything on screen is lifelike with the high-resolution Dynamic AMOLED 2X display. Details are crisp and clear with a wide range of
vivid colours and true blacks thanks to HDR10+ enhanced visuals and smooth scrolling at up to 120Hz refresh rate.

Level up your play
with epic, cinematic visuals
The Galaxy Tab S9 Series delivers an engrossing, photo-realistic gaming experience on the Tab's expansive screen for marathon
playthroughs. The experience is heightened with immersive audio from the quad AKG speaker system and Dolby Atmos surround
sound.

Our first water and dust–resistant Galaxy S tablet
When the day gets tough, the Galaxy Tab S9 Series stays sturdy and durable. The smooth metal design is suited up with our strongest
Armor Aluminum frame —Â living up to its name by protecting your tablet from shocks and drops. And the IP68 rating means it's our first
water and dust-resistant Galaxy Tab S Series.

S Pen. Stronger, faster, more responsive
We rebuilt the included S Pen to be IP68 water resistant just like the tablet. It's also improved across the board, with enhanced tip
sensitivity for less accidental clicks. And with the magnetic attachment and bidirectional charging, just snap it on to charge.

Enhanced outdoor viewing with Vision Booster
Vision Booster lets you see your screen clearly in brightly lit areas thanks to an intelligent outdoor algorithm that detects the sun's glow
and shifts to match. Go between the studio and patio with ease thanks to contrast and colour enhancements to keep things vibrant.

Next–gen processor for next–level, lifelike gaming
The extremely fast Snapdragon® 8 Gen 2 for Galaxy processor is intelligently engineered to deliver revved–up performance and power
savings for champion-level gameplay. The graphics engine powers true–to–life reflections and shadows in 3D gaming environments for
immersive gaming.

Stay creative on the move with a long–lasting battery
Keep the creative juices flowing with the long-lasting battery. It's got enough power to get you through your day and even spare some
in case your phone needs a boost, too. Plug in your Samsung Galaxy smartphone with a USB–C cable and Fast Charging takes care
of the rest.

Store all your inspiration with microSD support
Choose up to 1TB internal storage, sketch your masterpiece with GoodNotes, then grab your microSD to add on more storage in case
you need even more room for your videos, compositions, hi–res photos and more.

Elevate your notetaking, optimised for the big screen
GOODNOTES



Get 1 year free full version
Let your imagination run wild on pro-level notetaking with GoodNotes — optimised to provide a seamless S Pen experience and feel of
writing on actual paper. Sketch in portrait view and edit in horizontal view, or vice versa.

Put S Pen to paper with the NotePaper Screen
With the NotePaper Screen, writing is the next best thing to pen and paper. Add in S Pen — the ultimate drawing tool to elevate your
canvas. It is sensitive to pressure and tilt, allowing you to create detailed sketches and illustrations with precision and control.

Note taking just
got more noteworthy
Amp up your productivity with S Pen's enhanced note–taking functions. Quickly jot down novel ideas or make a quick diagram to get
your point across. And with S Pen to Text, you can seamlessly turn your handwriting into text input in a wide range of apps like Google,
Messages, Maps and more.

Live collaboration comes to
Samsung Notes
Pull your teammates in for a brainstorming session, facilitated by S Pen and Samsung Notes. Share notes between Samsung Galaxy
devices to edit content in real time directly in the app. You can even scan multi–page documents easily and save them in Gallery to pull
them up during video calls.

Plus up your
tablet experience
Get a PC–like experience with a single snap
Attach the Book Cover Keyboard to topple your to–do lists with ease. Fully backlit with function keys and a trackpad, it supports DeX
mode for a seamless PC–like experience. Assign app shortcuts to up your efficiency and connect wirelessly to other Samsung Galaxy
devices to type smoothly on any screen.

The Smart Book Cover stands all on its own
Find the most comfortable position for whatever you're doing with a simple adjustment of the foldable Smart Book Cover. Set your
Galaxy Tab S9, S9+ or S9 Ultra up vertically or horizontally for an easel-esque balance, or a hands-free way to catch up on your
shows.

Shoot on your phone,
share it to your tablet
Move massive files from one Samsung Galaxy device to another in a flash with Quick Share. Open up LumaFusion to take advantage
of the expansive screen to edit, cut and add final touches with precision.

Streamline creativity and multitasking
Painting on your tablet just got easier with the newly-added Simple Mode on Clip Studio Paint. Elevate multitasking with your
smartphone by using Multi Control that allows you to drag and drop images between the devices, or instantly transfer files from your
smartphone and continue editing on your tablet.

Divide your screen.
Multiply your productivity
Conquer multiple tasks at once. You can sketch out architectural plans and choose captivating visuals and video chat — all on one
screen without ever closing a window.

Samsung Galaxy Tab S9 SM-X710N, 27.9 cm (11"), 2560 x 1600 pixels, 128 GB, 8 GB, Android 13, Graphite

Samsung Galaxy Tab S9 SM-X710N. Display diagonal: 27.9 cm (11"), Display resolution: 2560 x 1600 pixels. Internal storage capacity:
128 GB. Processor family: Qualcomm Snapdragon, Processor model: 8 Gen 2. Internal memory: 8 GB. Rear camera resolution
(numeric): 13 MP, Rear camera type: Single camera, Front camera resolution (numeric): 12 MP. Top Wi-Fi standard: Wi-Fi 6
(802.11ax). Assisted GPS (A-GPS). Card reader integrated. Weight: 498 g. Operating system installed: Android 13. Product colour:
Graphite

 

Merkmale

  

Graphics

Graphics card family Adreno

 

Processor

Processor manufacturer Qualcomm
Processor family Qualcomm Snapdragon
Processor model 8 Gen 2
Processor boost frequency 3.36 GHz



Memory

Internal memory 8 GB

 

Ports & interfaces

USB 3.2 Gen 1 (3.1 Gen 1)
Type-C ports quantity

1

 

Security

Fingerprint reader Yes

 

Audio

Number of microphones 3
Speakers manufacturer AKG
Audio system Dolby Atmos

 

Software

Platform Android
Operating system architecture64-bit
Operating system installed Android 13

 

Technical details

Pallet net height 80 cm
Pallet net length 120 cm
Pallet net width 115.8 cm

 

Packaging content

Keyboard included No
Stylus pen Yes
AC adapter included Yes
Cables included USB Type-C

 

Storage

Internal storage capacity 128 GB
Card reader integrated Yes
Compatible memory cards MicroSD (TransFlash)
Maximum memory card size 1 TB

 

Processor cores 8

 

Design

Device type Mobile tablet
Housing material Aluminium
Form factor Slate
Product colour Graphite
Protection features Dust resistant, Water resistant
International Protection (IP) code IP68
Rugged design No
Country of origin Vietnam

 

Network

Mobile network generation Not supported
Mobile network connection No
Bluetooth Yes
Bluetooth version 5.3
Top Wi-Fi standard Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax)
Wi-Fi standards 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g, Wi-Fi

4 (802.11n), Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac),
Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax)

Wi-Fi Direct Yes
Dual SIM support No

 

Weight & dimensions

Width 254.3 mm
Depth 5.9 mm
Height 165.8 mm
Weight 498 g
Package width 273.9 mm
Package depth 21.4 mm
Package height 184.5 mm
Package weight 755 g

 

Battery

Battery included Yes
Battery technology Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion)
Battery capacity 8400 mAh
Battery capacity 31.66 Wh
Battery voltage 3.88 V
Wireless charging No
Fast charging Yes
Battery recharge time 1.5 h
Battery life (max) 15 h

 

Display

Display diagonal 27.9 cm (11")
Display resolution 2560 x 1600 pixels
Panel type TFT
Display technology marketing
name

Dynamic AMOLED 2X

Display brightness 600 cd/m²
Display glass type Gorilla Glass
Touchscreen type Capacitive



Pixel density 275 ppi
Rounded display corners No
HD type WQXGA
Native aspect ratio 16:10
Display number of colours 16 million colours

 

Performance

Assisted GPS (A-GPS) Yes
GLONASS Yes
BeiDou Yes
GPS (satellite) Yes
Galileo Yes
Quasi-Zenith Satellite System
(QZSS)

Yes

Accelerometer Yes
Ambient light sensor Yes
Gyroscope Yes
Hall sensor Yes
Google applications Gmail, Google Chrome, Google

Drive, Google Maps, Google
Photos, Google Play, YouTube

Position location Yes

 

Camera

Rear camera type Single camera
Rear camera resolution (numeric)13 MP
Rear camera aperture number 2
Rear camera field of view (FOV)
angle

80°

Digital zoom 8x
Auto focus Yes
Panorama Yes
Time lapse mode Yes
Rear camera flash Yes
Video recording Yes
Maximum video resolution 3840 x 2160 pixels
Resolution at capture speed 1280x720@30fps,

1920x1080@30fps,
3840x2160@30fps

Front camera Yes
Front camera resolution
(numeric)

12 MP

Front camera aperture number 2.4
Front camera field of view (FOV)
angle

120°

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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